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The educational stand “Hydrogen Power” Demo Station Including 2 Fuel Cells, SHFC (hereinafter 
referred to as the stand), allows the user to observe how fuel cells based on solid polymer electrolytes 
and some auxiliary equipment, which ensures the fuel cell operation, operate. 

In this manual, the following abbreviations are used:
FCB – fuel cell battery
MEA – membrane-electrode assembly: a single fuel cell consisting of an anode, cathode, electrolyte 
separating them, made in the form of a solid polymer proton-conducting membrane
SPE – solid polymer electrolyte
FC – fuel cell

Depending on the subjects under study and the depth of their consideration, the work with the stand 
fits into both school subjects – physics, chemistry, and some mathematics, and higher education 
levels.

2. SAFETY INFORMATION

In this section, you will find information on the safe use of the stand equipment.

Make sure to read this manual and get familiar with the stand equipment before starting and using 
it.

2.1. General safety information

• Follow all the safety instructions and work regulations.

• Use only the components from the stand set.

• Modification of the stand equipment design (configuration) can result in current injuries, as well 
as hydrogen leakage.

• It is prohibited to disassemble and repair the stand components by yourself.

• Do not use or keep the stand in rooms where fumes of acids, alkalis and other chemically 
aggressive substances are present.

2.2. Safety precautions to be taken while working with the stand

• To prevent the risk of accidental overtilting, place the stand on a horizontal steady surface. Do 
not tilt or carry the stand during operation.

• The room where the stand is operated shall be properly ventilated and equipped with emergency 
firefighting equipment.

1. INTRODUCTION
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• Observe the polarity when connecting the external electric load; do not short circuit the output 
terminals on the stand.

• Do not cover the cooling system of the stand (openings in its housing) and ventilation units, do 
not insert foreign objects into them.

• The stand can be used only under the supervision of fully qualified staff.

• Only people familiar with the operation manual and trained in safe work methods are authorized 
to use the stand.

• Prior to the beginning of work, make sure there are no damaged gas lines (tubes) or connections.

• It is prohibited to leave the stand unattended after switching it on.

2.3. Safety precautions to be taken while using hydrogen 

WARNING! INFLAMMABLE!

• Hydrogen is used for the FCB operation. In case of leakage or mixing with air, hydrogen can form 
explosive concentrations. In the leak area, hydrogen can ignite from the source of fire or spark 
and cause burns.

• Do not place the equipment near open sources of fire, do not use open flame sources near the 
stand.

• Do not place the equipment close to heat sources. Do not expose the equipment to direct 
sunlight. Do not expose the equipment to temperatures above 50 °C.

• Make sure the cartridge is installed correctly in the reducer.

• When working with the stand, make sure to check the hydrogen leakage sensor. An emergency 
alarm displays an emergency leakage symbol on the screen. In this case, disconnect hydrogen 
supply and ventilate the room. Short term displaying of the leakage symbol during purging and 
right after it is acceptable.

• Prior to the beginning of work make sure there are no damaged gas lines (tubes), connections 
and/or power cables.

• Discharged hydrogen cartridges may contain some residual hydrogen inside in a bound state. 
Never throw them into fire.

• Hydrogen is stored in cartridges under pressure. Do not compromise the integrity of the 
hydrogen cartridge. Do not disassemble it under any circumstances.
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3. OPERATION PRINCIPLE OF FUEL CELLS  
AND FUEL CELL BATTERIES 

Fuel cells, according to the operation principle, are similar to ordinary galvanic cells (“small batteries”) 
and rechargeable batteries with the fundamental difference that a small battery has a limited 
reserve of irreversibly consumed (or chemically reversible, as in a rechargeable battery) reagents in 
a closed volume of the energy source itself. In a FC, the reagents supply to the cathode and anode is 
constantly provided from external sources, and reaction products are discharged outside. Therefore, 
the reaction can continue as long as the necessary reagents (fuel (hydrogen) and air oxygen) are 
supplied, the reaction products are discharged, and the FC itself remains operable.

The fuel cell is similar to a galvanic cell in that it has an anode, cathode and electrolyte. In this 
case, the FC electrolyte is usually a thin layer of solid proton- or ion-conducting substance. Since 
the voltage of a single fuel cell (otherwise it is called a membrane-electrode assembly (cathode – 
electrolyte – anode and additional functional layers)) is rather low – about 1 V, FCs are assembled 
into fuel cell batteries consisting of a certain number of FCs and other auxiliary elements allowing 
FCs to work together, providing a uniform supply of fuel and oxidizer to the anodes and cathodes of 
all FCs simultaneously, the output of spent reaction products and electrical switching, both internal 
and external.

Fuel cells are able to produce electric energy and heat from fuel with high efficiency by means 
of an electrochemical reaction. Fuel cells use hydrogen or hydrocarbon fuels – both gaseous and 
liquid – as fuel and usually air oxygen as an oxidizer. There is a great variety of types and kinds of 
fuel cells that differ in working temperature, fuel consumption, and other parameters. It cannot be 
stated that fuel cells are already a common source of energy, but undoubtedly, fuel cell technologies 
are undergoing rapid development.

While working of the stand, we will use a hydrogen-based FCB with low-temperature fuel cells based 
on SPE.

The purpose of the fuel cell battery is to obtain electric energy due to electrochemical reactions 
between active substances continuously coming to electrodes from outside. Fuel for the reaction is 
hydrogen and the oxidizer is oxygen from the air.

FCBs are not discharged and do not require electricity to be recharged. They can constantly generate 
electricity as long as there is a stock of hydrogen and air supplied to them.

Unlike traditional electromechanical power generators, such as internal combustion engines or 
turbines, FCBs do not burn fuel and have no moving parts (except for auxiliary equipment – air 
supply and cooling fans). FCBs generate electricity by means of a highly efficient flame-free and 
silent electrochemical reaction. An important feature of fuel cells is that they convert the chemical 
energy of fuel directly into electricity and belong to the class of the so-called direct energy 
conversion sources.

FCBs are highly efficient, work with almost no noise and vibration and do not produce large 
amounts of greenhouse gases such as carbon dioxide, methane and nitrogen oxide. And for fuel 
cells powered by hydrogen, the only emission product is water.

The fuel cell power supply system, which uses hydrogen as fuel, is designed to provide energy to a 
variety of equipment, such as cars, drone aircrafts, robotic products and many other, enabling them 
to reach a higher energy level.
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The operation principle of hydrogen fuel cells is schematically depicted in Figure 1.

Fuel H2
(hydrogen)

Air containing O2 
(oxygen)

Heat
(air radiator)

Air + water steam
Purge valve

Chamber

Gas-diffusing electrode (anode)

Catalyst

Chamber

Gas-diffusing electrode (cathode)

Catalyst

Proton-exchange membrane

Figure 1 – Operation principle of hydrogen fuel cell

The anode and cathode are separated by electrolyte conducting protons. When hydrogen enters the 
anode and oxygen enters the cathode, a chemical reaction begins, which generates electric current, 
heat and water. 

The following are the reactions that take place:
Reaction on the anode: 2H2 → 4H+ + 4e-

Reaction on the cathode: O2 + 4H+ + 4e- → 2H2O
Common fuel cell reaction: 2H2 + O2 → 2H2O

On the anode catalyst, hydrogen gives off electrons to the external electrical circuit, converting 
into positively charged ions – protons. Protons are carried through the channels of mass transfer of 
polymer electrolyte to the cathode, while electrons pass to the cathode via the external electrical 
circuit, creating a direct current, which can be used to perform useful work. On the cathode catalyst, 
molecular oxygen is converted into atomic oxygen, which is tied with electrons (which are supplied 
from the external electric circuit) and protons coming through the proton mass transfer channels. As 
a result of such electrochemical reaction water is formed, which is the only reaction product in the 
case of using pure hydrogen as fuel.
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Name Value

Overall dimensions of stand with installation support (L × W × H), mm 525 × 300 × 450

Weight of stand, kg, max. 7.5

Number of fuel cell batteries (FCB) 2

FCB type Hydrogen-air

FCB rated power, W, min. 12

FCB rated voltage, V, min. 7.8

FCB weight, kg, max. 0.4

FCB overall dimensions (L × W × H), mm 76 × 82 × 70

Number of MEA in FCB, pcs 15

FCB purge valve type Solenoid

FCB fuel Hydrogen
Requirements for hydrogen purity, % of hydrogen, min.  
(purity of at least A grade as per GOST 3022-80) 99.99

Design hydrogen capacity in metal-hydride cartridge, L 10

Type of filler in metal-hydride cartridge AB5

Power supply Mains 230 V 50 Hz
Internal power supply of stand equipment downstream of AC/DC 
down-converter, V, max. 36

Operation temperature, °C plus 15 to plus 40

4. SPECIFICATIONS OF THE STAND
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Figure 2 – Educational stand “Hydrogen Power”
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1. LCD with a touch screen used to display set operation parameters of the stand and measurable 
values. The display screen has control sensor fields that support selection of modes and 
controllable parameters by pressing on the corresponding field, as well as information fields, 
which provide general information and current values of parameters of the research work.

2. Cartridges for hydrogen storage (4 pcs). Each cartridge can stock up to 10 L of hydrogen.

3. Reducer, which reduces pressure of hydrogen stored in the metal-hydride cartridge down to the 
FCB operating pressure value.

4. Tube for hydrogen supply to the distributing system inside the stand. The tube has a plastic 
clamp that allows cutting off hydrogen supply inside the stand when the cartridge (or hydrogen 
supply system) is connected.

5. Nipples with collet clamps for connection of fuel channels (plastic tubes) for hydrogen supply to 
the FCB1 and FCB2 inlet.

6. Nipples with collet clamps for connection of channels (plastic tubes) from the FCB1 and FCB2 
outlets.

5. CONFIGURATION AND OPERATION PRINCIPLE
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7. Electrical connectors for connecting current plugs of FCB cables.

8. Connectors to connect signal plugs of FCB cables (transmit signals from built-in FCB temperature 
sensors).

9. Waste wet gas outlets from anode FCB1 and FCB2 outputs.

10. Electric terminals intended for connection of consumer equipment besides the built-in electronic 
load, as well as for voltage measurement with external devices.

11. USB connector for connection of a USB flash memory card.

12. USB connector for a PC mouse (optional equipment for adjustment of the display sensor screen, 
additional to the touch screen control – the use depends on the user’s preferences).

13. HDMI connector for projector connection (in case data from the display screen has to be 
transferred to a classroom display device).

The stand housing comprises the following:

• a control board that provides for general control and adjustment of the stand equipment 
operation under the user’s commands entered with the stand touchscreen (1);

• two shutoff valves, which open and stop hydrogen supply to the FCB;

• two purge valves, which ensure regular short-term purging of the anode section of the FCB (the 
hydrogen supply main);

• two flow meters (installed on the control board) that register consumption of hydrogen supplied 
to every FCB, as well as a common pressure sensor to control pressure of hydrogen supplied to 
the FCBs downstream of the reducer (reducers) of the hydrogen supply system;

• an electronic load that can simulate loads. All the electric energy passed to the electronic load is 
converted to heat, which is dissipated in the ambient environment;

• other auxiliary equipment.

The delivery set also includes the following equipment:

• FCB based on SPE (2 pcs), in which direct conversion of the chemical hydrogen energy to the 
electric energy occurs. Each FCB is mounted in an individual case with a fan that blows air 
through the FCB cathode channels communicating with the atmosphere for air oxygen supply 
and cooling by forced convection.

When the FCB is delivered and stored, its two nipples for hydrogen inlet/outlet are closed with 
plugs to prevent dust, mechanical particles and other foreign objects from getting inside the FCB.

To remove the plug from the FCB nipple, press lightly with a finger on the plastic gasket located 
on the nipple under the plug towards the FCB case (this will loosen the collet clamp fixing the 
plug pin inside the nipple) and simultaneously pull the plug in the opposite direction with the 
other hand. This operation does not require much force. Otherwise, it is possible to damage the 
fasteners of the nipples to the FCB.
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The plug is inserted by pushing its pin inside the FCB nipple up to the stop. The position of the 
plug is fixed with a sealing collet clamp.

• A set of plastic (rilsan) tubes for connecting gas nipples (5) and (6) (Figure 2) of the stand with 
the FCB nipples equipped with the same collet clamps for a plastic tube.

To work with the stand, you can use FCBs of another manufacturer – “Horizon” FCBs. To connect the 
“Horizon” FCB to the stand the item is optionally supplied complete with:

• A separate cable with one current connector that connects to one of connectors (7) in Figure 2. 
On the other side of the cable there are two colored plugs, black and red, which are connected 
to the correspondingly colored one-pin connectors on the “Horizon” FCB body;

• A set of soft silicone tubes intended for connection to the “Horizon” FCB hydrogen connectors, 
with adapters for connection to plastic tubes for connection to the stand nipples (5) and (6) in 
Figure 2. Short sections of plastic tubes to the adapters with a one-sided collet clamp can be 
made from a spare plastic tube of the delivery set.

Fuel (hydrogen) and oxidizer (air oxygen) are required for the FCB operation.

Hydrogen from cartridge (2) is supplied to the FCB through reducer (3) or from a separate hydrogen 
supply system (Figure 5). The plastic clamp on hydrogen supply tube (4) inside the stand should 
be opened just before starting the research work with the FCB. Before connecting the hydrogen 

Figure 3 – FCB in the case with a fan, hydrogen nipples and cables 
for connection to the stand

Figure 4 – Optional accessories for connection to the “Horizon” FCB stand
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cartridge or hydrogen supply system to the stand, it is recommended to close the clamp by 
squeezing the silicone tube (4).

Oxygen from the air is supplied by blowing atmospheric air through the open channels of the FCB 
cathode surfaces by the axial fan. The supplied air temperature is equal to the ambient temperature. 
Air is needed not only for the electrochemical reaction. In the process of the fuel cell operation, its 
temperature will increase (the electrochemical reaction of fuel oxidation occurs with heat emission, 
because the efficiency of the reaction energy conversion into electricity never reaches 100% and 
a part of the energy is converted into heat), and to avoid the fuel cell overheating, air serves 
additionally as a fuel cell cooler.

When the fuel and oxidizer interact, potential difference occurs on the FCB terminals. Therefore, 
when external load is connected to terminals, a direct electric current flows through it. The load used 
can be either a built-in electronic load of the stand or the external load that can be connected with 
the polarity observed to the stand terminals (10).

All adjustments of operating modes are performed using the sensor display (1).

Shut-off valves inside the stand during operation open hydrogen supply to the FCB, and purge valves 
automatically open at set intervals for a specified short period of time, purging anode (hydrogen) 
lines of the FCB to clean the anode surface from the water film formed during operation and other 
impurities that slow down the electrochemical reaction.

The stand is equipped with a built-in reducer (3) intended for operation with a single cartridge. 
If a long-term experiment is planned, it is expedient to supply hydrogen to the FCB from several 
cartridges connected with an additional tubes and fittings kit from the stand set.

You can connect 1 to 4 hydrogen cartridges at once.

Cartridges are united into a single hydrogen supply system using a tubes and fittings kit, as well as 
a shutoff valve. The assembled hydrogen supply system of the stand is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5 – Assembled hydrogen supply system
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Assemble the hydrogen supply system as follows:

• connect the reducers using tees with collet clamps (for plastic tubes), hard plastic (rilsan) and soft 
silicone tubes, and plastic clamps.  To attach the silicone tube to the reducer outlet fitting, first 
unscrew the nut from the reducer nipple, through the hole in which the silicone tube is inserted. 
Then the silicone tube is put on the short reducer outlet fitting up to the stop and the securing 
nut is screwed on the reducer nipple by hand again; 

• install a ball valve at the system outlet and connect a silicone tube of required length to it with 
an adapter from a plastic tube inserted on its other end for connection to the hydrogen supply 
system in the stand; 

• unscrew the bottom nut on stand reducer (3), Figure 2;

• remove the end of the tube (4) fixed on the outlet fitting of the stand reducer;

• tightly connect stand tube (4) and the free end of the hydrogen supply system tube through the 
adapter from a thin plastic tube by slipping it inside the connected silicone tubes.

Metal-hydride cartridges with hydrogen shall be one by one screwed into the reducers clockwise. 
For this, hold a reducer with one hand and screw a cartridge all the way in with another hand.

Note – The hydrogen supply system can be delivered assembled.

ATTENTION! Prior to screwing in the cartridges into the reducers make sure that silicone tubes 
that connect the reducers and the supply system fittings are tightly closed with clamps to prevent 
hydrogen leakage from the system. The clamps can only be opened after the system is connected 
to the stand.

After opening hydrogen supply valves check readings of the pressure sensor and the flow meters 
on the stand screen (as described in Section 7.3) to make sure that hydrogen is being supplied to 
fuel cells.

Before disconnecting the hydrogen supply system from the stand close all the tubes with the clamps 
and screw out the cartridges from the reducers.
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6.1. Basic functions

• Measuring the current, voltage, capacity, hydrogen consumption and pressure, as well as 
temperature of the FCB.

• Adjusting the FCB purging duration and intervals.

• Changing the metal-hydride cartridge temperature.

• Maintaining the operation mode of cooling fans. Ensuring continuous air flow under varying FCB 
voltage and temperature.

• Connecting the external electric load to the stand.

• Adjusting FCB electric parameters with the electronic load.

• Warning about hydrogen concentration excess in the air.

6.2. Measured parameters

• FCB temperature.

• Metal-hydride cartridge temperature.

• FCB voltage, current, and capacity.

• Current of the internal and external loads.

• Hydrogen consumption and pressure.

• Fan speed in percent from the maximal speed.

6.3. Laboratory work

• Determining the efficiency of the FCB or system of two FCBs connected in series or in parallel and 
its dependence on various factors. 

• Volt-ampere and watt-ampere characteristics of the FCB or a system of two FCBs connected in 
series or in parallel.

• Exploring operation modes of a hydrogen source (a metal-hydride cartridge).

• Impact of the purge valve operation modes on the FCB specifications.

• Assessing the FCB operation time with the set hydrogen stock.

• Optimizing the FCB operation mode in various conditions.

• Determining the FCB energy consumption for auxiliaries (fans consumption share of the FCB 
output capacity).

6. BASIC FUNCTIONS, MEASURED PARAMETERS  
AND LABORATORY WORK
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7.1. Unpacking the stand

When unpacking the stand follow the order below:

• inspect the package, check its integrity, and make sure there are no signs of mechanical damage;

• compare the stand set with its data sheet and examine it to see if there is any sign of mechanical 
damage. In case any damage is discovered, contact the manufacturer.

7.2. Assembling the stand

Assemble the stand as follows:

• Place the stand on a horizontal surface with the rear panel down. Align the holes on the 
installation support and the bottom panel of the stand, install 4 screws from the set into the 
panel to fix the installation support to the stand.

Note – The stand can be delivered assembled with the installation support.

• Connect the stand power cable to the connector on the rare panel of the stand.

• Connect the power plug of the stand to the 230 V 50 Hz AC mains.

7.3. Working with the stand

• Move the power switch key located next to the power socket of the stand to the “1” position. 
After that, the LCD display screen on the front of the stand will switch on.

Note – If, after moving the power switch key to the ON position, the stand does not switch on, the 
fuse between the power cable connector and the switch key might have blown. After unplugging 
the power cable, the fuse can be replaced with a spare one located in the same compartment. The 
stand uses a fuse link 5x20 VPB/N520B for 5 A, 250 V.

When the stand is powered on, the touch screen, after a short procedure of automatic adjustment 
of the control board firmware and calibration of measuring equipment, will automatically switch 
to the loading first operation mode “Setting operation parameters of fuel cell batteries”, shown in 
Figure 7.

• Connect the FCB to the stand. Depending on the task set, it is possible to connect one FCB or two 
FCBs to the stand simultaneously.  

Each standard FCB of the kit has two connected cables with different connectors, which are 
connected to corresponding connectors (7) and (8) of the stand in Figure 2: the current cable 
(FCB leads and fan power) is connected to one of the stand connectors (7), and the signal 
cable (thermal sensor leads) is connected to connector (8) located below (inscriptions next to 
connectors FCB1 and 1 refer to one FCB, and FCB2 and 2 refer to the other FCB). The signal cable 
monitors the internal temperature of the FCB measured by the built-in temperature sensors. The 
temperature of each FCB can be monitored by one or two temperature sensors located inside 
the FCB in different places.

7. GETTING READY FOR WORK AND WORKING  
WITH THE STAND
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The stand fuel inlet/outlet nipples to/from FCBs (5) and (6) are marked with corresponding 
inscriptions on the stand: “FCB1/FCB2 Inlet” and “FCB1/FCB2 Outlet”. Fuel channels from the FCB 
to the stand are mounted from hard plastic tubes from the set, two tubes for each FCB. The ends 
of plastic tubes are inserted into the corresponding holes of nipples with special collet sealing 
clamps (inlets/outlets), a similar device on the FCB and the stand, and are gently pulled inside 
for about 1 cm (or up to the stop). To pull out the plastic tubes from the collet clamps when 
disassembling the equipment, one should push the rings located on the ends of the nipples 
towards the FCB/stand body and gently pull out the plastic tubes freed from the clamp from their 
seats (if the operation of loosening the collet clamp is performed correctly, no serious efforts will 
be required to disconnect the plastic tubes; otherwise the mechanical connection of the nipple 
can be damaged).

The FCB hydrogen fuel inlet/outlet can be chosen arbitrarily, and they will be determined by 
connection to the corresponding nipples on the stand: “FCB1/2 Inlet” (hydrogen supply to the 
FCB) or “FCB1/2 Outlet” (outlet from the FCB to the stand purge valve). The FCBs are placed next 
to the stand on selected supports, so that the correct orientation of FCBs in space is observed, 
which is important.

ATTENTION! Always place the FCBs so that the 
hydrogen outlet nipple is in the lowest position. 
This is required so that during the FCB operation 
the water released from the membrane in the 
anode (hydrogen) pathway as a result of fuel 
oxidation, which can prevent the normal course 
of the electrochemical reaction, does not 
accumulate inside the FCB and can be easily 
removed by periodic purging.

The correct position of the FCB during operation 
is with hydrogen inlet/outlet nipples downwards, 
as it is shown in Figure 6.

IMPORTANT! The FCB operation requires an 
unobstructed flow of air through all air holes, as 
oxygen entering through these holes is involved 
in the electrochemical reaction. Even partial blocking of the air flow to FCBs (blockage by dust 
or overlapping by foreign objects) reduces the performance and lifetime of the battery. Do not 
insert foreign objects into the fan assembly to avoid damage to the fan.

• Connect the metal-hydride cartridge to the system, carefully screwing it into the reducer 
clockwise.

ATTENTION! The cartridge shall be screwed into the reducer until stop by hand to ensure 
hydrogen supply from the cartridge to the FCB and to prevent hydrogen leakage in the 
connection place. However, this shall be done carefully not to damage the reducer fastening to 
the stand housing. For this, screw the cartridge all the way in with one hand, and hold the reducer 
tightly with another hand, controlling the tightening force.

Figure 6 – Allowable position of the FCB  
in operation

Hydrogen 
inlet/outlet

Hydrogen 
inlet/outlet
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When screwing in the cartridge (and when removing it), as well as during operation of the purge 
valves, short-term hydrogen leakage is possible.

If a long-term operation is planned, the stand can be connected to a hydrogen supply system 
comprising several hydrogen cartridges (Figure 5).

Hydrogen supply to the stand is activated by opening the clamp on the supply tube (item 4 in 
Figure 2), as well as the clamps and the tap of the hydrogen supply system, if connected. You can 
open the clamps and the tap at this stage or after the adjustments described below, but always 
before the start of research work by pressing the “Start” button (Figure 8).

• Set the stand operation parameters one by one.

The display sensor screen is used to set up and adjust the stand. It comprises control fields. 
Pressing them with a finger (as well as a stylus or any blunt solid object) or clicking them with a 
PC mouse will activate the selected action. 

Figure 7 – Loading mode as displayed on the screen

In the loading mode the display screen can be used to set the FCB purging intervals and duration, 
as well as the rotation speed (capacity) of the FCB cooling fans (any FCB at option or both FCB 
1 and FCB 2. To set parameters, active screen fields shall be used marked with signs “˄” and “˅” 
(informational symbols on the left and the corresponding text above explain the purpose of the 
fields). Repeated pressing on the “˄” field increases the value of the selected parameter, whereas 
the “˅” field reduces it. The parameter value is displayed in the field between “˄” and “˅”. The same 
settings can be made in another way, by “grabbing” with your finger the circular cursor pointer 
on the displayed horizontal section of parameter control and moving it in the desired direction 
left/right, while watching simultaneously the changing parameter value in the field on the right. 
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Parameter values depend on the laboratory work plan.

If one of the FCBs is not used in operation, its settings are not adjusted. In this case its current cable 
is not connected to connector 7 (Figure 2) or is disconnected from the stand, if it was connected 
previously.

The FCB fan rotation speed is given in percent from the maximal rotation speed (maximal power 
capacity). The typical range of available values is from 40 to 100 %.

“Purging interval” of the FCB valve. It sets the time between two successive openings of the FCB 
purge valve. The typical range of available values is from 1 to 100 sec.

“Purging duration” of the FCB valve. It defines the time when the FCB purge valve remains open to 
remove impurities accumulated during operation from the system. The typical range of available 
values is from 20 to 250 ms.

The operating ranges of purge intervals and duration generally depend on the modification of the 
applied FCBs and may differ from those mentioned above. The individual factory settings of the 
control limits will not allow the parameters to be set beyond the allowable limit values, which will be 
determined by the start and end values on the corresponding scales of the display screen (Figure 7).

Pressing the field “Proceed to study” will switch the screen to another mode – “Fuel cell operation 
study”, as shown in Figure 8.

In the screen mode “Fuel cell operation study” the following settings and control commands are 
available:

1. “Connection type” – used to select the FCB connection. Pressing the control field under the text 
“Connection type” opens a context menu with a choice of connection modes:

Figure 8 – Sample display screen “Fuel cell operation study” 
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 - “Parallel”: the circuit comprises two fuel cell batteries connected in parallel;

 - “Series”: the circuit comprises two fuel cell batteries connected in series;

 - “FCB operation”: used if only one FCB of choice is operated.

2. “Operation mode” (automatically supported by the internal electronic load). Pressing the control 
field under the text “Operation mode” opens a context menu offering a choice of modes:

 - “Constant voltage”: here you can manually set the voltage produced by the FCB. Other 
parameters, e.g., hydrogen consumption, will be set by the FCB control system to ensure 
steady voltage output by the FCB. The range of values available for one FCB is from 7 to 14 V; 
in case of serial connection of two FCBs it is from 14 to 24 V;

 - “Constant power”: here you can manually set the power generated by the FCB. Other 
parameters will be set by the FCB control system to ensure steady power generation by the 
FCB. The range of values available is from 1 to 25 W;

 - “Direct current”: here you can manually set the current rate through the internal load. Other 
parameters will be set by the FCB control system to ensure a steady current rate through the 
internal load. The range of values available is from 0.1 to 5.0 A;

 - “Internal load off”: the internal electronic load is disconnected from the FCB and applied when 
an external load is connected to the stand terminals and requires parameter measurement. If 
no external load is connected in this mode, the FCB will be in the no-load mode: the current 
will be zero and there will be no electrochemical reaction.

If any other load mode but “Internal load off” is selected, the internal load remains connected 
in parallel when an external load is connected. Please take into account the fact that the set 
parameters cannot be always maintained in this mode, as general parameters of the circuit will 
be defined to a significant extent by the external load value.

Note – The ranges of available values of the set parameters in various operation modes can be 
different from the ones provided herein, depending on the stand modifications.

3. After selecting the mode as per the item above in the right field of the top line on the screen 
(the context field available in every mode but for “Internal load off”) you can set the adjustable 
parameter value. For the “Constant voltage” mode it will be voltage (an informational text 
“Setting U, V” will appear to the left of the field), for the “Direct current” mode it will be current 
(“Setting I, A”), and for the “Constant power” mode it will be power (“Setting P, W”).

Pressing the “˄” field increases the value of the selected parameter, whereas the “˅” field reduces 
it. The parameter value is displayed in the field between “˄” and “˅”.

4. As soon as all the parameters of the FCB operation are set, pressing the “Start” control field 
activates the connected FCBs and their fans, the sound of which can be heard. After you press 
the “START” field the text in it will change to “STOP”.

5. Switching on and off the hydrogen supply valve of the FCB.
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In the initial state, hydrogen supply valves at the FCB are closed, and below the text “H2 supply 
valve” you can see the text “OFF” for FCB 1 and FCB 2. After pressing the “Start” field it becomes 
possible to turn on (open) the valves for hydrogen supply to the FCB.  Pressing the active “OFF” 
field changes the value of the field to “ON” and opens the valve for hydrogen supply to the 
selected FCB. If you work with two FCBs, the hydrogen supply valves of both FCBs are switched 
to the “ON” state. The FCBs begin to operate in the established mode.

If the work requires only one FCB, its hydrogen supply valve shall be installed in the “ON” 
position, while the hydrogen supply valve of the second FCB shall remain in the “OFF” position.

Pressing the “Stop” field automatically switches the hydrogen supply valves to the “OFF” position 
and cuts off the hydrogen supply to the FCB.

If it becomes necessary to change the “Connection type” of the FCB during the research work, 
first disconnect the entire load from the FCB by setting the “Operation mode” to “Internal load 
disconnected” (or the internal load will be disconnected automatically). After selecting the new 
“Connection type” connect the internal load to the desired “Operation mode”.

In the study screen mode headed “Operation parameters”, there are information fields that display 
the current values of the FCB 1 and FCB 2 parameters, as well as general parameters  – “General”. 
For FCB 1 and FCB 2, these are current, voltage, power, and temperature of FCB (measured with 
two thermosensors for each FCB), as well as hydrogen consumption in mL/min.

The column “General” shows the following parameters:

 - hydrogen overpressure (“p, Bar”) downstream of the reducer, measured by a pressure sensor 
in the stand; 

 - temperature of the reducer (ТH2, °С) installed on the stand, which can be used to monitor 
temperature changes of the cartridge screwed into the reducer during operation;

 - total hydrogen consumption at FCBs switched on (Q, mL/min);

 - total electric power of FCBs (P, W);

 - total current from FCBs under the load, in particular: current under the internal load (if it has 
not been switched off) “Iint. load” and current under the external load “Iext. load”.

Special screen captions

1. Warning screen sign.

If the connected cartridge/cartridges run out of hydrogen (which is automatically detected as 
in this case pressure within the system falls below the factory set value) a symbol indicating a 
cartridge will appear at the right top corner of the screen. It will show an exclamation mark and 
text “Replace H2 cartridge”, as shown in Figure 7. In this case, you shall cease your operations, 
switch off the stand and replace the cartridge/cartridges with the full ones.

2. “Reset settings” control button in the lower right corner of the screen (Figure 8).
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Activation of the “Reset settings” button actually calibrates the zero of the measuring instruments, 
which for some reason may have been disturbed. The necessity of activation of “Reset settings” 
arises when the display screen in the “Fuel cell operation research” mode in the information 
columns under the “Operation characteristics” inscription (Figure 8) shows illogical values of 
parameters, i.e. any gauge registers in a non-operational mode the value of the parameter that 
differs significantly from zero. For example, when FCBs are not connected to the stand (or when 
FCBs are connected, but before pressing the “Start” button in Figure 8), the flow meters register 
a hydrogen flow different from zero. In operating modes, when there is hydrogen inside the FCB 
system, the “Reset settings” function is not used, otherwise incorrect recalibration will occur and 
wrong parameter values will be displayed.

From the study screen mode you can return to the loading mode – for this, press the control field 
“Back”. To get to the curves screen mode, as shown in Figure 6, activate the field “Building curves”. 
In this case, previously selected settings will be saved.

In the curves mode, the screen has control fields, information text and a large zone for building 
curves.

In the upper left area of the screen an inscription is displayed, informing about the type of the 
previously selected connection (with two FCBs connected to the stand: “series” or “parallel”).

To build a curve, you first have to set its parameters.

1. Under the inscription “Display on the graph” select the objects of research, whose characteristics 
will be displayed on the graph. You can switch on the graph display separately or simultaneously 
for any connected FCB, as well as for two FCBs with the assigned connection type.  To select the 

Figure 9 – Sample screen in the “Building curves” mode
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object of research, activate the “OFF” field (it will change to “ON”) located to the right of the 
object pointer: FCB1, FCB2, FCB1+FCB2. All selected characteristics will be plotted on the same 
graph with different colors.

2. The parameters depicted at the X-axis (horizontal one) and Y-axis (vertical one) of the curve can 
be also selected from the context menu – current, consumption, voltage, time, or power.

After setting the studied object and the required parameters for the X- and Y-axes, press the control 
field “Start” to start building the curve (this will change the text in the field to “Stop”). To stop 
building the curve press the “Stop” field.

From the curves screen mode you can get back to the study mode by pressing the “Back” field (in 
this case, the curve building procedure will not stop).

The control field “Save data to USB device” activates data transfer from the display to the USB flash 
memory card connected to the respective USB port (item 11, Figure 2). The parameters are recorded 
in the Excel format into the root directory.

The dynostand modification with a control board of another type saves the data to the USB device 
to the root directory as a file with the name consisting of the designation of this educational product 
and, through the underscore, the current number of the experiment (consecutive numbering is 
applied for the recorded results), with the file extension “.tsv”.

The resulting file can be opened in WordPad, Notepad and, through the advanced search, Excel. If 
you cannot open the Excel file on your PC, you can open it in WordPad or Notepad, copy the data 
and transfer it to Excel.

We recommend to save the data after stopping the curve building procedure (by pressing “Stop”), 
as every consequent starting of a new curve (by pressing “Start”) will update the saved data, and the 
data of the previous experiment will be lost.

Saving data to the flash device may take some time. Only after the saving procedure is completed, 
further screen adjustments become available.

Note – A screen backlight power-saving mode can be configured for the display, which is triggered 
after several minutes of inactivity. To bring the screen out of the power-saving mode, touch the screen 
in any area that does not contain any control buttons (so as not to accidentally confuse the settings), 
for example, the upper right side of the screen.

7.4. Switching off the stand

Before switching off the stand, disconnect the external electrical load from the stand terminals and 
set the mode “Internal load disconnected” (Figure 8).  

Close the hydrogen supply to the stand from the reducer (reducers) with plastic mechanical clamps.

It is necessary to take into account that even after hydrogen supply to the FCB is switched off there 
will be excessive hydrogen pressure in its system for some time (and flow meters will show the value 
different from zero), because the purge valve opens only for short intervals at the set relatively large 
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intervals. Wait 3 to 5 minutes for the hydrogen remaining in the tubes to be consumed and close 
the valves for hydrogen supply to the FCB by putting them in the “OFF” position (Figure 8). Press 
the “Stop” field on the screen in the study mode (Figure 8) (it will change to “Start”). You can press 
the “Stop” field at once, and the hydrogen supply valves will go to the off position automatically. 

Note – After the hydrogen supply is turned off, the FCB stops generating electric current, but the 
voltage on the FCB (no-load voltage) may remain long enough, the value of which is displayed in the 
corresponding field of the screen (Figure 8). 

If no further work is planned, unscrew the metal hydride cartridge from the stand reducer (or 
disconnect the cartridges from the hydrogen supply system).

Move the stand power switch key to the off position “0”.
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8. ADDITIONAL OPERATION INSTRUCTIONS

ATTENTION!

• For proper operation of the FCB, it is necessary to start it every 7–10 days for 5–10 minutes in 
a partial load mode (10–20 W) to restore the membrane humidity. Failure to comply with the 
recommended mode will lead to a decrease in the FCB parameters and reduce its lifetime.

• For better preservation of the FCB membrane humidity, it is recommended to store the stand in 
cool rooms with humidity at least 30 %.

• Channels for air passage through the FCB are small in size. It is necessary to ensure an even inflow 
of air without impurities and coarse dust (fluff and other suspended particles that contribute to 
channel clogging) into the FCB. It is prohibited to close or partially block the window of air intake 
in the FCB and the air outlet from the fan by different objects.

• It is not allowed to expose the FCB to carbon monoxide (CO): do not store or use the stand in 
smoke-contaminated rooms.

• During research works (except for studying the impact of purge valve operation modes on the 
FCB parameters), the FCB should be used with the following rated settings:

 - purging duration – 200 ms, 

 - purging interval – 20 sec.

ATTENTION! During shipping, long interruptions in operation and storage, it is always necessary 
to place the FCB in a tightly closed sealing case (packing bag), which protects chemically active 
electrode sub-layers of fuel cells from interaction with various gaseous impurities (solvent fumes, 
emissions of paint and varnish coatings, glues, traces of smoke, etc.) that can often be present in the 
ambient air. This will protect the FCB from rapid degradation of parameters and premature failure.
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9. TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE

9.1. The stand can be transported in the transport package with the provided protection against 
direct impact of precipitation by any transport as long as its permissible speed is observed, 
without any restrictions in distances and heights as per Group Zh according to GOST 23216-78.

9.2. During transportation, general rules for goods transportation by a selected type of transport 
shall be observed.

The package shall be located and fastened in the vehicle to ensure its stability, as well as to 
prevent its turnover, falling and hitting other goods and/or walls of the vehicle.

9.3. Do not throw the package during loading and unloading.

9.4. Temperature conditions during transportation: transportation is allowed at the temperature 
from minus 20 °C to plus 50 °C.

9.5. Store the stand at the temperature from 0 °C to plus 45 °C in its original case.
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